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Making the $500bn rewards economy more liquid by empowering 
billions of consumers to exchange rewards

The global rewards economy is expected to grow from 2020 to 2025 at a CAGR of 26%, from $316 
bn to $599 bn (SAM= Serviceable Addressable Market of loyalty points/ miles industry) through 
billions of members transacting.

The 21st century loyalty market is offering us thousands of loyalty programs, all competing for 
customers’ loyalty. The most important asset of these programs, the rewards, are often overlooked. 
Therefore, many customers loose interest, leave rewards unused and change to a company’s 
competitor. Today there are around $500bn worth of points, miles and other rewards locked in
billions of member accounts, that are neither bringing value to customers nor to companies.

Our purpose is to unlock the purchasing power behind the global rewards economy by 
making all these illiquid rewards exchangeable. Liquid rewards will bring this purchasing power 
back into the wallets of consumers and companies which will create more opportunities and 
economic freedom for society.

Why develop the qiibee platform?



Problem and Solution
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While companies invest billions of $ to acquire new customers as well as retain 
existing customers by setting-up and running loyalty programs, 96% of 
customers think that brands should rethink their loyalty efforts.

Since 15% to 20% of the revenue is generated by customers that spend their 
rewards and 78% would switch to a brand with a better loyalty program, it is 
highly important for companies to be able to make rewards more liquid and 
valuable for new and existing customers.

Companies that do not manage to engage customers with valuable rewards, 
loose money on costs for customer acquisition, loyalty efforts as well as 
liabilities produced by unused rewards.

Although 81% of customers say that being a member of a loyalty program 
encourages them to spend more with a company, 95% of loyalty program 
members are inactive 30 days after registering.

The reason behind this inactivity is that consumers are frustrated that it takes too 
long until they can spend their rewards on something they really value. 
Customers simply don’t have access to enough relevant redemption options 
when it comes to utilizing the loyalty points they are accumulating.

These leads to customers registering to multiple loyalty programs, that are rarely 
compatible, where they are not active and leave back illiquid rewards that remain 
unused. Resulting in lost purchasing power or money for the consumer.

The Illiquidity problem is our opportunity

Consumers face illiquid rewards and 
lose valuable spending power

Companies face inactive members and loose money on 
customer acquisition and retention
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We maximize the value of loyalty programs by instantly connecting 
world-renowned brands, thousands of rewards, NFTs and millions of 
new members on our platform.

The blockchain-based qiibee platform, powered by the qiibee token, is the decentralized, 
scalable and interoperable infrastructure for the global rewards economy. Companies with 
loyalty and rewards programs can easily tokenize their rewards, connect through smart contracts 
with each other and secure their rewards as loyalty tokens on the qiibee rewards chain (QRC). By 
partnering with other loyalty programs and increasing rewards liquidity, companies can scale their 
customer acquisition efforts, increase customer loyalty as well as profit from additional 
revenue through rewards sold.

Through the connection of all these loyalty programs consumers benefit from additional rewards 
liquidity by being able to instantly exchange their rewards from one loyalty program to the other, 
into crypto and NFTs. Customers can pool different rewards from various loyalty programs and 
convert them all into one rewards currency to receive the benefits customers really desire. In 
addition, customers do not have to download or register to additional apps, since we enable 
companies to offer the exchange of rewards directly in their reward programs. Liquid rewards will 
empower customers with more purchasing power in their wallets and more economic 
freedom in their life.

The solution for a liquid rewards 
economy



Platform Introduction
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The qiibee platform: an overview

The Rewards Economy

Loyalty programs issuing rewards to customer and 
members as well as connecting with other loyalty 
programs to increase their rewards liquidity and sell 
their rewards.

The Fuel

The qiibee token, QBX, used by companies to create 
rewards tokens, trigger earn, burn and exchange 
transactions on the qiibee rewards chain. Token holders 
access all these rewards by staking their QBX.

The Infrastructure

The qiibee platform consists of the qiibee rewards 
chain to tokenize all rewards with fungible tokens and 
NFTs as well as smart-contract based reward 
conversion pairs.

Rewards Token 
Issuance (FT & NFT)

Trigger earn, burn & 
exchange 

transactions

Reward conversion 
pairs

Companies tokenize their rewards to 
connect with other loyalty programs to 

empower their customers with 
exchangeable and more liquid rewards

Customers that receive rewards from 
companies can instantly exchange, pool 

and make their rewards liquid for benefits 
they desire



The qiibee Vision
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B2B Rewards Marketplace

Companies profit from the following benefits by 
adopting the B2B Rewards Marketplace:

• Fast and easy API or whitelabel integration with the 
qiibee rewards chain

• Tokenization and issuance of rewards

• Making rewards exchangeable with partners, crypto, 
cash and NFTs in 1 click

• Creating NFTs without coding know-how in less then 
5min

• Tracking rewards program and liquidity through the 
analytics dashboard

• Increasing efficiency and reducing partnership 
management costs by 99%

First applications
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First applications

QBX VIP Club

Our most loyal token holders profit from the following 
benefits by being a member of the QBX VIP Club:

• Exclusive invite- and token holder-only NFT-based 
membership club

• Activation of membership by staking QBX and 
receiving rewards

• Rare, unique experiences, perks and rewards from 
companies using the B2B Rewards Marketplace

• Receiving birthday rewards

• Trading NFT memberships, invitations, perks and 
more on the exclusive QBX VIP Club NFT 
marketplace

• Getting rewarded for delivering valuable inputs to 
further develop and scale the QBX VIP Club



Current and Future 
Market Trends
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The Rewards Economy: An Industry snapshot

$50bnIn-Game Assets

Loyalty Points/ 
Miles

Cryptocurrency

Gift Cards

$564bn

$703bn

~$1.6tn

~$5.1tn

$88bn

$1.4tn

$3tn

In-Game Assets

Loyalty Points/ 
Miles

Gift Cards

Cryptocurrency
High international penetration

Increased tokenization of 
liquid assets

Increased retail participation

Blockchain, Tokenization and 
NFTs are gaining exposure 

~26% CAGR

2020 2025

$316bn

$599bn

Massive SAM… …with an “Unbounded” TAM
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”The loyalty industry is going to be 
identified, shaped and built out by 

Web3 technologies.”
- McKinsey Technology Trends Outlook, 

2022

”Retailers have to be using Web3 
technologies and ecosystem loyalty 
programs to create new offerings to 
their customers and to devise new 
modes of customer engagement”
– McKinsey

”Blockchain Will Transform Customer 
Loyalty Programs”

- Harvard Business Review

"Of Financial Times’ Top 25 brands of 
2019, more than 40 % have partnered 
with at least one other consumer brand 
to improve customer experience and 
drive increased engagement”
– McKinsey

Marriott Bonvoy is one of the first 
hospitality brands to create its own 
NFTs and unveil the digital art. 

“We continuously seek opportunities 
to defy what is conventional and, with 
our entry in the digital goods space, 
we are further igniting the 
transformative power of travel in the 
virtual world, while supporting this 
growing community of incredibly 
talented artists.” - Brian Povinelli, SVP, 
Brand, Loyalty, and Portfolio 
Marketing, Marriott International

(2021)

The airline company offers a rich 
frequent flyer program, integrated 
with blockchain and web3 features: 
hotel and holiday deals, purchases on 
3000+ high-end products, a 2003-
piece NFT collection of 3D aircraft 
models.

(2022)

“Through blockchain or other 
innovative technologies, we are 
exploring how to tokenize Stars and 
create the ability for other merchants 
to connect their rewards program to 
Starbucks Rewards,” Johnson told 
analysts.

“This will enable customers to 
exchange value across brands, engage 
in more personalized experiences, 
enhance digital services and exchange 
other loyalty points for Stars at 
Starbucks.”

(2022)

The rewards economy is already chasing liquidity



The qiibee Platform:
Utilities & Features
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Consortium Blockchain
• Our consortium blockchain is governed by the ecosystem 

validators and its main function is to serve as the points bank 
for all rewards on the globe

• The qiibee rewards chain protects the companies’ rewards, 
while providing full transparency and efficiency with no 
reconciliation problems between partners

Tailored Smart Contracts
• Mint and Issue Reward Tokens to tokenize points, miles, stars, 

stamps and other rewards

• Exchange Reward Tokens to connect different rewards 
programs and enable the conversion of rewards

• Mint and issue Reward NFTs to tokenize memberships, tiers, 
badges, experiences, perks and more

Rewards Applications
• API to connect with our blockchain-infrastructure without 

blockchain know-how

• Loyalty Dashboard to create rewards tokens, NFTs and connect 
with partners in 1 click without coding

• Loyalty White label App with all features for companies without 
a rewards program

Features for 
Companies

qiibee blockchain-infrastructure

15% to Ecosystem 
Validators

Transactions

Loyalty Brands in our B2B Marketplace

QBX Reward Pool

QBX

80% to QBX VIP 
Club Members

5% to qiibee 
foundation
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With the QBX VIP Club Membership 
NFT, our mission is to provide one of the 
most exclusive, global, invite-only Club 
experience to our members

Features for VIPs

1. Get an Invite to the Club

Each membership is a tradable NFT with 
multiple rarity levels, giving access to all 
perks of the invite-only VIP Club

2. Activate Membership

As long as a VIP stakes QBX, the 
membership is activated, and the VIP has 
depending on the tier access to all 
benefits

3. Access perks, experiences and QBX

Get rewarded with the Club’s own reward 
currency Very Important Rewards (VIR) 
and access exclusive VIP experiences and 
perks



The qiibee Platform: 
Technology & Values
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Transparency

Every company has access to all the transactions related to their rewards 
program and the transactions their members did in when they converted rewards 
from one program to the other. Additionally, every company can employ a 
neutral, third-party auditor to verify all transactions on the qiibee rewards chain. 
We do not enable every third-party to access the data on the qiibee rewards 
chain, so that we can ensure that competing companies can use the same 
decentralized points bank.

Security

Rewards are worth billions of $ and they deserve better storing options then the 
legacy, central databases that are currently used and exposed everyday to 
attacks. The rewards economy benefits with the qiibee rewards chain from an 
immutable points bank, where transactions can’t be deleted, and multiple 
validators verify all transactions.

Scale

The rewards economy serves billions of members producing billions of 
transactions each day. To be able to offer this kind of scale to the rewards market 
we have decided to build our consortium blockchain that drastically reduces 
transaction costs and boosts transaction speed.

The qiibee platform serves the future of the rewards economy by 
building one decentralized points bank that ensures 
transparency, security and scale for all stakeholders.

The qiibee platform is built on the qiibee rewards chain, which is governed by 
leading players of the loyalty and blockchain market. Each player holds a 
validator by staking QBX and get’s rewarded with QBX for verifying the creation 
of new loyalty tokens and NFTs as well as earn, burn and exchange transactions. 
Additionally, the validators vote about the integration of new validators as well as 
future technological developments on the qiibee blockchain-infrastructure.

The qiibee rewards chain is currently an Ethereum-based chain that connects all 
companies using the qiibee platform for their rewards programs by adopting a 
Proof of Staked Authority consensus algorithm. The QBX is based on the public 
Ethereum blockchain and is an ERC20 token. Leading to all QBX-related 
transactions between the qiibee platform, companies, VIPs and validators being 
transparent and trackable on the public Ethereum blockchain.

The future of the rewards economy will be more and more decentralized, and we 
work exactly towards that future by enabling companies and members to adopt 
blockchain technology block by block.

Our Values and how blockchain serves them



Rewards Economy
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Transaction fee in QBX produced by companies (B2B side)
One of our revenue streams is the transaction fee (QBX) that is being generated 
by companies sending QBX to the Main Reward Pool to mint rewards tokens and 
NFTs as well as trigger earn, burn and exchange transactions. The distribution of 

the QBX generated in the Main Reward Pool is as follows:

Transaction fee in QBX produced by VIPs (B2C side)
The members of the QBX VIP Club can trade their NFT memberships, their 

invitations and exclusive perks. VIPs will be able to trade all their NFTs on the 
Club’s own marketplace for more QBX. The qiibee foundation receives a fee of 

5% on every NFT bought / sold over our NFT marketplace.

Platform Monetization

15% to Ecosystem 
Validators

QBX Reward Pool

80% to QBX VIP 
Club Members

5% to qiibee 
foundation

Loyalty programs send QBX to the Main Reward Pool on 
the Ethereum Public chain to trigger transactions on the 

qiibee rewards chain

How do we generate revenue for the qiibee foundation? 



Team, Board, Advisory 
& Governance
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Our global core team consists of experts and academics in their respective fields. We’re a well-rounded group made up of individuals with diverse but specialized 
skillsets. We also work with incredible partners and advisors, who leverage their networks to help grow our ecosystem. More than 30 people are working on the qiibee 
project all around the world and the clock, each with their own experiences and backgrounds. Many have built or sold successful companies, while others held 
leadership positions at large companies. Put all this together, and you’ve got a team ready to bring qiibee’s vision of loyalty on the blockchain to everyone.

Our team is coming from the following backgrounds:

Team

Gabriele
Co-Founder &

CEO

Gianluca
Co-Founder &

CDO

Felicia
CFO

Pascal
CIO

Claudio
Head of Product Aaron

Head of Tech

Balaji
Senior Full stack 

Developer

Gioele
Content 
Manager

Alvina
Junior Frontend 

Developer

Kevin
Junior Backend 

Developer

Kristine
Jr. Marketing 

Manager

Dora
Project Manger 

& Lead

Betania
HR Manager

Nicola
Digital Growth 

Manager



qiibee Token Sale
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The qiibee Token

The QBX (qiibee Token) powers the qiibee 
platform by enabling developers to 
tokenize their loyalty points and transact on 
the qiibee rewards chain

Ø Brands can create their loyalty tokens, NFTs and 
trigger transactions on the qiibee blockchain-
infrastructure

Ø These transactions are triggered by sending QBX to 
the qiibee blockchain-infrastructure

Ø All these QBX are being stored in the QBX Reward 
Pool and are distributed to all stakeholders weekly

Ø Ecosystem Validators receive weekly 15% of all QBX 
in the reward pool based on the QBX staked to hold 
a validator

Ø QBX VIP Club Members receive weekly 80% of all 
QBX in the reward pool based on the QBX staked to 
activate the membership

Ø qiibee foundation receives weekly 5% of all QBX in 
the reward pool

qiibee blockchain-infrastructure

15% to Ecosystem 
Validators

Transactions

Loyalty Brands in our B2B Marketplace

QBX Reward Pool

QBX

80% to QBX VIP 
Club Members

5% to qiibee 
foundation
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Thank you!


